APPENDIX 3
WEB-BASED PAST EXAMINATION QUESTION BANK SURVEY
(PILOT STUDY)

Question Bank

1. Past exam question bank is one of the facilities to prepare for exams, including internal exams.

SA A D SD
SA - Strongly Agree, A - Agree, D - Disagree, SD - Strongly Disagree

2. Past exam question bank is one of the facilities that helps students to prepare for competitive exams.

SA A D SD

3. Past exam questions helps to know the thrust areas.

SA A D SD

4. Past exam questions helps to know the repeated questions.

SA A D SD

5. Indirect questions can be understood with the help of past exam question bank.

SA A D SD

6. Students can analyze past exam questions and improve the answering ability (i.e., writing appropriate answers).

SA A D SD

This Site

7. Searching questions in this site is easier than in library.

SA A D SD

8. Online archives of questions help to access from anywhere at anytime.

SA A D SD

9. The keyword based search facilitates to find the needed questions.

SA A D SD
10. Semester wise subject list is useful.

11. Unit wise questions are useful.

12. Questions are listed in order.

13. Appropriate links are given to view syllabus.

User Interface

14. Layout of the site is simple.

15. Layout of the site is attractive.

16. Layout of the site is understandable.

17. Attractive colors are used in the site.

18. Menus in the site are easily accessible.


20. Hyperlinks are easily understandable.

21. Hyperlinks takes to the locations as mentioned.

22. Questions are shown within minimum number of clicks.
23. File transfer is in acceptable speed.

24. The language is easy to understand.

After Examination

1. This site helped me to prepare for exams.

2. Questions found here had appeared in exams.

3. This site helped me to analyze the past exam questions and improve my answering skills.

Teaching & Question Setting

1. Teachers can explain the meaning and expectations of the questions.

2. Teachers can support low scorers by providing repeated questions.

3. Teachers can guide high scorers to write appropriate answers.

4. This site helps to know various question paper setters’ views.

5. Mistakes done by other setters can be avoided while setting questions.

6. Marks distribution for sub-questions will give an idea to distribute the marks appropriately.
Any Other Comment (changes to be made on usage, search facility, results shown, user interface, etc.)